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In the recent decision of Re Ascentra Holdings Inc.(in O cial Liquidation), the
Grand Court of the Cayman Islands has once again con rmed the signi cant
scope of its sanction jurisdiction under section 110(2) of the Companies Act. 

Re Ascentra Holdings Inc.(in O cial Liquidation) (AscentraAscentra) follows the decision in Re Polarcus

Limited [1] and a line of recent cases that illustrate the breadth of the Grand Court's sanction

jurisdiction. In Ascentra, Justice Doyle concluded that the sanction regime allows the Court to

make orders that resolve contested questions relating to the ownership of company assets

without requiring the o cial liquidator to commence separate proceedings to determine those

rights.

FactsFacts

The joint o cial liquidators (JOLsJOLs) of Ascentra Holdings Inc. (the CompanyCompany) sought orders and

directions under section 110(2) of the Companies Act (the ActAct) to authorise their ability to treat

approximately US$11 million in funds held by a bank as an unencumbered asset of the Company

(the FundsFunds). A third party, Peng Gao Ke, Inc. SEZC ( SPGKSPGK), resisted the application as, on the

proper construction of a Deed of Mutual Release (the Deed Deed), it argued it had a proprietary

interest in the Funds.

SPGK asserted that the sanction jurisdiction was not the appropriate place to determine

contested questions of bene cial ownership which would a ect it as a third party to the

liquidation. Instead, SPGK submitted that the JOLs' application should be dismissed and the

dispute should progress as a separate inter partes proceeding involving pleadings, discovery and

cross-examination.
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an application for directions as to whether a creditor was permitted to le a proof of debt

[6]

a dispute involving the determination of the correct shareholdings of the company's two

shareholders [7]

an application seeking authorisation for the liquidators to incorporate a special purpose

vehicle to acquire quotas [8]

Although the Act is silent as to whether an o cial liquidator can make an application for

directions, [2] recent decisions of the Grand Court con rm that an application for sanction

orders under section 110(2) is e ectively treated as an application for directions in the Cayman

Islands. [3]

In the ordinary case, sanction applications are brought to provide a liquidator with sanction or

directions (either permissive or prescriptive) on the manner in which they should exercise

certain reserved powers. Having the sanction of the Court generally protects the liquidator from

a claim for breach of duty in relation to their use of those powers. However, in determining the

proper exercise of powers, the Court may need to consider questions a ecting the substantive

rights of third parties. In those circumstances, the Court may direct that the matter be

adjudicated as an inter partes proceeding between stakeholders and give directions as to the

ongoing involvement of the liquidators [4] or to be continued as a sanction application involving

the liquidators but with additional directions for the exchange of evidence from those

contesting the rights. [5] Dealing in this manner may be more attractive to liquidators and those

interested in the liquidation estate as it can be more e cient and cost e ective than requiring

contested issues to be resolved outside of the liquidation proceedings.

Jurisdictional analysisJurisdictional analysis

In a detailed judgment, Doyle J reviewed several authorities on the issue of whether the sanction

jurisdiction permitted the Court to determine questions of bene cial ownership. His Lordship

considered numerous decisions in which the Court was asked to make sanction orders that

a ected the rights of third parties, including:

Doyle J also considered other Commonwealth authorities, including an English authority in

which the English High Court held that it had the power to determine ownership of assets upon

application of a liquidator outside of a proceeding commenced by writ. [9] Accordingly, Doyle J

found that the Court had jurisdiction to consider the orders sought by the JOLs, subject to the

Court's discretion to exercise that jurisdiction. [10]

Discretion and applicationDiscretion and application
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When deciding whether it was appropriate to exercise his discretion to grant the relief sought by

the JOLs, Doyle J said that it was necessary to consider whether it was appropriate and fair in

the circumstances of the case. His Lordship found SPGK's complaints - that it was prejudiced if

discretion was exercised in the absence of pleadings, discovery, and cross-examination -

"somewhat hollow" as during a two-day hearing, SPGK had made no applications for such

procedural steps. Doyle J also emphasised that the orders sought involved a "short point of

construction" and not the determination of the wider dispute between the Company and SPGK.

After hearing arguments from the parties on the Deed's construction, Doyle J ultimately

rejected SPGK's arguments in support of its contention that it was the bene cial owner of the

Funds and made the orders sought by the JOLs.

ConclusionConclusion

Ascentra is another important decision in the growing series of authorities that demonstrate the

exibility and power of the sanction jurisdiction in the Cayman Islands and can be deployed to

facilitate the e cient and cost e ective realisation and distribution of the liquidation estate for

the bene t of all stakeholders.

 

[1] (Unreported, Kawaley J, 23 June 2022). For more information, read our case update: Polarcus

– a declaratory relief for Cayman Islands o cial liquidators

[2]  Compared to the position of a voluntary liquidator, who may make an application for

directions under section 129 of the Act.

[3] See Re Direct Lending Income Feeder Fund Inc. (Unreported, Segal J, 9 May 2022) at [10]; Re

Polarcus at [16]-[17].

[4] The Court has that power under Order 11, rule 3(3) of the Companies Winding Up Rules 2018

in respect of substantive rights "as between the company and any creditor or contributory or

any class thereof".

[5] The Court may direct that the liquidator take no further part in the proceeding to avoid

incurring unnecessary costs: for example see Re Belmont Asset Based Lending Limited [2011] (2)

CILR 484; Re Emergent Capital Limited [2012] (1) CILR 1.

[6] Re Belmont Asset Based Lending Limited [2011] (2) CILR 484.

[7] Re Emergent Capital Limited [2012] (1) CILR 1.

[8] Re Polarcus.
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[9] Although relevantly this was in the context of an application under section 234(2) of the

Insolvency Act 1986 (UK): Re London Iron and Steel Co Ltd [1990] BCLC 372; Conn v Ezair [2019]

EWHC 1722 (Ch). The equivalent provision in the Cayman Islands is section 138 of the Act.

[10] Re Ascentra at [75].
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